TWO AMERICAS

DORIANE LAMBELET COLEMAN*

The insurrection at the Capitol on January 6, 2021, designed to prevent Congress from certifying the results of the 2020 presidential election,1 was a jarring reminder that the United States of America has always been a fragile proposition, one that demands constant attention and care. The tendency to abbreviate the nation’s name, to speak and write and eventually to think only of “America,” can induce forgetfulness: division is in our bones. As the flag partially represents, we are a federal republic, made up of several States and the quasi-sovereign Indian Nations, all of which have marked physical and legal borders. We are a liberal democracy, founded on the premise that there would be religious and political pluralism, and on the embrace of private property and free market principles. It is often said that liberal democracy is messy business, but it has become especially so as the nature and extent of our heterogeneity has exploded in the last century: like “good trouble” is still trouble, good pluralism is still inherently fractious.2 Finally, regardless of our sex, race, ethnicity, or national origin, we are all burdened by the exclusionary legal legacy left by the founders: white not also black, fathers not also mothers, citizens not also immigrants. As many others have written in some form over the last year, it is a mistake to assume that we know the ties that bind us and that they will obviously hold.

These admonitions are not new, of course. To talk about multiple Americas is to take part in the perennial critique of two closely-related claims: The first is that despite our federalism, our liberalism, and the legacy of exclusion, all of which built in division, our political community is, as Barack Obama insisted, not “red states or blue states, just the United States,”3 or, as the Pledge of Allegiance
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details, we are “one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”4 The second is that this particular collection of values and commitments—under God, liberty, and justice for all—generally describes a shared idea, one that defines our country specifically. Others may also hold one or more of these values and commitments, but America does so exceptionally. Not only do we respect the free exercise of religion and cultivate liberty, justice, and equality separately; but also, among political systems, we do the combination uniquely well. Barack Obama’s words and the Pledge’s refrain might sound like political pablum to lazy ears, but they are substantive, declarative, and prescriptive: they recognize that these propositions are not obviously strong, that they need constant tending.

What seems to be different in this moment is the view that we can somehow survive as “America” without doing this work. As we are going about the personal, political, and economic business that is empowering ourselves and our respective tribes—a project that is entirely compatible with the nation’s political and legal commitments to “under God” (as free exercise), liberty (as the freedom to be left alone but also as private property and free markets), justice (as the rule of law), and “for all” (as equality)—we are often not paying attention to what we continue to share as a political community. In this moment, in many communities, it sometimes seems almost anti-American to talk about and work on the ideological commitments we have in common, those that define us beyond our shared geography and basic domestic market. Indeed, even those are contested.5

In the older iteration of America, the one with a lot less pluralism and a lot more concentrated power, this also is not new. But in this newer iteration, the one with a lot more pluralism and a lot less concentrated power, it probably is.6 Those who were responsible for and took part in the January 6 insurrection pay specially close attention to this; indeed, a rejection of racial, ethnic, and political

---


5. See, e.g., Joe Eskenazi, SF is now boycotting most of the United States, MISSION LOC. (Mar. 14, 2022), https://missionlocal.org/2022/03/san-francisco-is-now-boycotting-most-of-the-united-states (describing a San Francisco ordinance “boycotting and forbidding official travel to most other states” because of their anti-abortion, anti-LGBT, and voter suppression laws) (emphasis in original); Nico Lang, Masterpiece Cakeshop owner in court again for denying LGBTQ customer, NBC NEWS (Apr. 15, 2020), https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/masterpiece-cakeshop-owner-court-again-denying-lgbtq-customer-n1184656 (detailing how the owner of a custom cake shop denied “a transgender woman . . . a trans-themed birthday cake” on free exercise and speech grounds); Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado C.R. Comm’r, 138 S. Ct 1719 (2018) (examining the case of an owner of a custom cake shop who refused to design a wedding cake for a gay couple on the grounds that doing so would violate his religious and speech rights).

diversity and their response to the diffusion of power largely motivated their enterprise. By contrast, those who embrace these developments generally think of them as such obviously positive goods—either without negative effects on others or else best on balance—that they tend not to focus on the fact that they still make the unification project harder. They ignore, for example, that the rule of law cannot handle competing liberty and equality claims when both are held out as the first principle, and compromise itself is deemed unprincipled. When they do recognize the difficulty inherent in the American project, they tend to put off the hard work necessary to maintain common ground. It is clearly not enough anymore simply to say that this common ground exists; that is political pablum.

Approaches to forging one America in light of division including toleration, public education and civics, the Americanization movement, melting pot theory and multiculturalism, colorblindness and critical race theory, among others, are misunderstood, rejected, or de-valued rather than learned, updated, and reconciled. What replaces this iterative process tends not to be a new, productive idea, but rather an illiberal, anti-democratic power grab: you must comply with my version of America, or more specifically my version of “under God,” of “liberty,” of “justice,” or of “equality,” and with my approach to how these sit in relation to each other, or “violence”—physical or more broadly defined—is reasonably foreseeable. These days, ripping up the Constitution and its tradition of ordered and ordering liberty is not just hyperbole and does not only come in the form of eyebrow-raising exercises of executive, legislative, and judicial authority—although those too are plentiful.

7. Pape, supra note 1.
8. Everyone is responsible for doing this work, of course, not only those who are in a position to challenge tradition and the status quo. My point here is simply that those who are challenged tend immediately to see and react to the divisiveness, whereas the challengers tend only to recognize the justice inherent in their cause.
9. See, e.g., Jack Knight, Institutionalizing Toleration, in TOLERATION ON TRIAL 31 (Ingrid Creppel et al. eds., 2008) (examining the institutional requirements for toleration and addressing arguments about the negative effects of diversity on social and political life); Michael Walzer, On TOLERATION (1997) (arguing that toleration is necessary in a democratic society and defending the value of social difference(s)).
13. Id.
14. Id.
Nevertheless, doing more than merely sharing a certain unruly geography and a basic market remains an attractive proposition; so does the idea of America as a place characterized by what Duke University’s Terry Sanford once called “outrageous ambition.” It is indeed outrageously ambitious in the historical and global sense to think that we can deal honestly and productively with our racist, sexist, and classist history and pull off a thriving heterogeneous liberal democracy. Lest we be tempted to minimize the extent of the task, moving from the world of theory and ideas to how things really are, I add these four perhaps non-standard examples to the frame within which we are tasked with operating. The first two are historical, but their legacy effects continue to cut through the modern landscape. The second two are modern but with the deepest historical roots.

In a reversal of the standard common law rule, [the legal doctrine of] partus sequitur ventrem was designed to ensure that an enslaved woman’s “increase” would belong to her enslaver, and thus provided that the status of the newborn child followed that of its mother. . . . Partus applied whether the child’s father was black and living in slavery or white and living in freedom. . . . From January 1, 1808, when it became illegal to import Africans destined for bondage from a foreign country, until Emancipation [in 1865], the sustainability of the country’s slave population depended on domestic trading of already-born slaves and by its “increase” through the operation of partus doctrine. In an extraordinarily cynical and devastating irony, the law had enslaved black women not only producing slaves, but also in the process condemning their children to a life in bondage.

* * *

In 1941 a real estate developer built a six-foot high wall right across Detroit’s 8 Mile district. He had to build it to qualify for subsidized loans from the Federal Housing Administration. The loans were to be given out for construction only on the side of the wall where the residents were mainly white. In the predominantly black part of town, there was to be no federal lending. . . . It was part of a system that divided the whole city, in theory by credit rating, in practice by colour.

* * *

On October 27, 2018, eleven Jews were gunned down as they prayed at their synagogue in Pittsburgh. It was the deadliest attack on Jews in American history. For most Americans, the massacre at Tree of Life came as a total shock. But anti-Semitism is the oldest hatred, commonplace across the Middle East and on the rise for years in Europe. . . . No longer the exclusive province of the far right, the far left, and assorted religious bigots, anti-Semitism now finds a home in identity politics, in the renewal of “America First” isolationism and the rise of one-world socialism. . . . Anti-Semitism is migrating toward the mainstream, amplified by social media and a culture of conspiracy that threatens us all.

18. Niall Ferguson, The Ascent of Money: A Financial History of the World 229, 221–229 (2d ed. 2018) (describing America as the first “property-owning democracy” and explaining that “[i]here was only one catch. Not everyone in American society was entitled to join the property-owning party.”).
The Ole Bus Stop Diner is the only restaurant in the tiny Appalachian town of Booneville that is still open for business. The others have long since closed down. Tucked between the tree-specked mountains in southeastern Kentucky, Booneville is the seat of Owsley County, an almost uniformly white community and one of the most food stamp-dependent counties in the United States. On a wall hangs a wooden plaque glorifying the Constitution’s Second Amendment — the one that guarantees the right to bear arms — along with a US flag and the silhouette of a rifle-toting soldier. A few kilometres outside of town, a 30-year-old single mother of three, sits on the porch of the Baptist Church near the hollow where she lives in a rundown trailer. Her three-year-old daughter Theresa rests in her lap, alternating between fiddling with a tiny pair of pink-rimmed, flower-printed sunglasses and taking swigs from a plastic bottle of Mountain Dew. Theresa’s mother is one of the 52 percent of Owsley County residents who rely on welfare and food stamps to survive, drawing $649 a month to feed her children and herself. Without a car or an education, she has been unable to land a job and cannot easily make it to town to search for work.

Like others with no opportunities and little hope, she has struggled to put enough food on the table for her children as food stamps have been cut time and again in recent years. Single mothers, she says, feel the cuts more than anyone else. “[Food stamps] don’t last the whole month. It really does scare me. I raise my kids alone since they been born. It’s harder for a parent to do anything now.” The food stamps last “probably till the middle of each month”, she says. For the rest of the month, she relies on the goodwill of neighbours and relatives to feed her daughter and two sons. Often faced with choosing between feeding herself or her children, she frequently goes to bed hungry. “The grown-ups can do without [food] more than kids. I love my kids; I want the best for my kids,” she concludes.

To continue to meet the challenge that is melding together a single nation amidst this complicated legacy of inhumanity and exclusion, with both federalism and liberalism as necessary predicates, we need to operate simultaneously on two (different) tracks: We need to focus not only on our own interests and what divides us but also on imagining and establishing unity amidst this division. Applying these examples, although of course there are others: we need to focus not only on the fact that sexism, racism, religious discrimination, and deep economic division are in our bones, and that we need to own up to this if we want to move forward honestly and productively, but also on embracing approaches to this process that don’t themselves burn the house down. As the putative Tsar and his domestic acolytes figured out in advance of the 2016 election, exploiting our

generally “How to Fight Anti-Semitism” with Bari Weiss, HENRY JACKSON SOC’Y (Mar. 4 2020), https://henryjacksonsociety.org/members-content/48997-2 (seeing anti-Semitism as a conspiracy theory makes it possible to “understand how under Soviet communism, the Jews are the arch-capitalists, how under Nazism, we are the race contaminators, [and] how today on the far-right . . . we are . . . the greatest trick that the devil has ever played.”).

historical fault lines—race, sex, religion, class, and national origin—to too easily serve to diminish us and our ability to succeed.21

We all have a role to play in doing this work, from how we curate ourselves as individual Americans, to how we proceed in our everyday personal and institutional interactions, to the commitments we make to and the curricula we implement in our public schools, to the doctrine we develop to resolve competing rights claims. That this is the case, that some of those in a position to make both expressive and substantive contributions are taking up the cause, and that there is reason for guarded optimism is in evidence in advertising,22 the arts,23 the financial sector,24 journalism,25 religion and politics,26 among public intellectuals,27 at the Supreme Court,28 and in the academy.29 The reader does not have to agree that there is reason for guarded optimism in all of these settings, or about the


23. My illustration here is the 2018 film The Green Book, which won Best Picture at the 2019 Oscars. THE GREEN BOOK (Universal Pictures 2018). It is indicative of the fact that movie critics are critics that I was not able to find a review that captured the proposition for which I am using it here—that is, that in the arts as in other domains, there are people who are working to identify and describe the ties that bind Americans together even as against our deepest divisions; and that Americans themselves apparently appreciate that. Even if the critics are not buying it.


29. This volume is illustrative of related work in the academy, as is the program “Discourse for Democracy” at Polis, the Center for Politics housed at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy. See Discourse for Democracy, DUKE SANFORD POLIS: CTR. FOR POL., https://polis.duke.edu/discourse-for-democracy (2022). See also Francesca Polletta, Bridging America’s divides requires a willingness to work together without becoming friends first, THE CONVERSATION, (Sept. 9, 2020), https://theconversation.com/bridging-americas-divides-requires-a-willingness-to-work-together-without-becoming-friends-first-143648.
particular examples I have included below the line; my point is simply that not everyone has retreated to their corner and that is a good thing.

*     *     *

To develop aspects of these and related ideas, this volume brings together a multidisciplinary group of writers and scholars whose work and interests center on aspects of the Two Americas critique. They all share an affiliation, direct or through a co-author, with Duke University, and membership in our national polity. They are also diverse in many of the respects that matter to an appropriately pluralistic take on the questions presented: What is the idea of America? What stories do we not understand, or have not been told, about the ways in which we are two or multiple Americas? What are the different dimensions along which we are divided? How have approaches to the disconnect between the idea and the reality worked and not worked to ameliorate the divides? How might these approaches be updated or new ones developed that would do better work? Finally, how might we recommit to a shared idea of America so that our outrageous ambition is met?

The collection as a whole touches on several of the most important themes within this discussion, including race, criminal justice, income and wealth inequality, education, and the role of the Constitution. It is by no means comprehensive of these issues, the topics that could be covered, or the voices that must be heard. The expectation is merely that the collection as a whole will contribute to the broader project, even as the essays and articles themselves stand on their own, with their authors making valuable in-field contributions.

*     *     *

H. Jefferson Powell is Professor of Law at Duke Law School. His extensive body of scholarship has addressed the history and ethical implications of American constitutionalism, the powers of the executive branch, and the role of the Constitution in legislative and judicial decision-making, among other subjects. For this volume, Powell has written an essay titled *Imagining the United States: Reflections from Constitutional Law*. He begins with the proposition that “Americans have been... sketching portraits of the America of the mind and heart, since the beginning,” and that “the America of the mind and heart” has traditionally been based in “‘the American dream,’ a society marked by ‘industry, good living, selfishness, litigiousness, country politics, the pride of a freeman, religious indifference.’” He argues that without this or “some substantial, shared understanding of what a country is and stands for, the ‘nation’ can only be a political contrivance held together by circumstance or force.” He adds that:

The possibility of serious controversy on the imaginative as well as the policy levels of national life is not in itself a bad thing. Indeed, I believe that this possibility—which the
American commitment to freedom of thought and speech fosters—is one of the most important and central enduring attractions of America as we can and should imagine it. But disagreement over how to name the idea and the ideals of the United States—and how to act on those ideals—creates a risk that is beyond what is likely to result from debate which remains on the level of policy. Along with many others, I believe that our current divisive political climate displays this more fundamental level of disagreement.

Ultimately, Powell “propose[s] that United States constitutional law has a role to play in resolving the current impasse in American political life on the level of the imagination.” Specifically, his “claim is that constitutional law can be a resource for Americans of every political and ideological persuasion who seek an answer to the question of how we should imagine the United States that reaches across our divisions. . . . who believe that there is—or can be—an idea and an ideal of what it is to be Americans, and to be America, that is not the private possession of a particular party or ‘ism.”

H. Timothy Lovelace, Jr., the John Hope Franklin Research Scholar and Professor of Law at Duke Law School, is a legal historian of the civil rights movement. His essay for this volume is Xenophobic Conspiracy Theories and the Long Roots of January Sixth. He begins with a description of the racial polarization that followed the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education, taking the reader through the foreign interference conspiracy theories that proliferated during the civil rights period, before turning to the lessons this history teaches those who would seek to understand the events of January 6, 2021 in their broader context. Most basically, he argues that “racial progress is not linear” and “racist regress can be a reality.” Lovelace concludes with this prescription:

The country needs a full reckoning not merely of January 6, but also of how the country got to such a state that millions of Americans falsely believed that Venezuelan voting machines helped a U.S. presidential candidate steal the election. Our democracy did not get to this dangerous point overnight. It is past time for Americans, across the ideological spectrum, to tell the truth about the centrality of white nationalism in U.S. politics and indeed of all of American life. We will not be able to build the democracy we need if we cannot be honest about the one we have.

Darrell A.H. Miller is the Melvin G. Shimm Professor of Law at Duke Law School where he writes and teaches in the areas of civil rights, constitutional law, civil procedure, state and local government law, and legal history. His contribution is called Estoppel by Nonviolence. He begins with a description of the history of the “two traditions of political change in America, violent and non-violent.” He then develops the two-part argument that “one group—African Americans—have found the most success by using non-violence, even though they, as a group, have the most historical and moral justification to take freedom by force” and that “in pursuing a successful political strategy committed to non-violence—despite every moral right to use violence—African Americans have


delegitimized any lesser claim to force as a weapon in American politics.” “Because of them,” Miller concludes, “non-violence sets the baseline for fundamental constitutional change in America.”

Lawrence Zelenak is the Pamela B. Gann Professor of Law at Duke Law School where he specializes in tax law and policy. His essay, titled *The Two “Two Americas” of Trump and Romney*, begins with a reflection on the different ways we might describe the American divide, and how time and circumstances affect those we consider most salient. He then focuses on the contrast between the deep divisions created by the “primarily anti-reality, or primarily anti-democracy” claim that Donald Trump was the “legitimate winner of the [2020] election,” with one that held our attentions eight years earlier at the close of the G.W. Bush presidency: Mitt Romney’s division of America into “forty-seven percent of Americans who ‘pay no income tax’ and who ‘believe that government has a responsibility to care for them,’ and the slim majority who pay income tax to support both the government and the forty-seven percent.” Zelenak argues that “[i]t is not merely that the two Americas of 2021 have become a much more urgent division than Romney’s income-taxpaying division; rather, Romney’s division has simply vanished as a topic of political interest.” The “overwhelming [and welcome] evidence of its demise[,]” Zelenak explains, lies in “recent political debates over the size of recovery rebates.”

Sara Greene, Professor of Law at Duke Law School, and Pamela Foohey, Professor of Law at Indiana University Maurer School of Law, have together contributed an article titled *Credit Scoring Duality* which focuses on divided economic citizenship, specifically the circumstances of those who are credit invisible and those with low credit scores. In an economy in which access to credit is a prerequisite, not only for necessaries but also to have a meaningful chance at liberty and the pursuit of happiness, having a credit score in the first place, and then not a low score, can make all the difference between living on the margins and living a version of the American good life. Beginning from the position that the policies of the credit scoring industry and the laws that regulate that industry are flawed gatekeepers to both, Greene and Foohey describe a recent avenue of reform, alternative credit scoring, which they explain is a “veil of inclusiveness [which], . . . . distracts from the prospect that alternative credit scoring will become a mechanism for the industry to make even more profit while continuing to maintain a product that serves to separate Americans into two groups based on criteria reflective of past injustices and life situations rather than future financial prospects.” They conclude that:

Without widescale reforms of public policies, pointing to credit scoring, of any variety, as a way to help the economically disenfranchised will perpetuate the idea that merely ranking people has the potential to improve access and financial outcomes. In reality, the range of credit scoring techniques serve as another cog in wealth and economic inequality. People, more broadly, need comprehensive access to economic equality.

---

Until then, credit scoring will continue to be a vehicle of economic exploitation and will continue to divide America in two: one of financial opportunity and growth and one of financial struggle and exclusion.35

Brandon Garrett is the L. Neil Williams Jr. Professor of Law at Duke Law School and the Director of the Wilson Center for Science and Justice. His work focuses on criminal justice outcomes, evidence, and constitutional rights. His essay titled Unified Criminal Justice Reform focuses on the “two Americas in criminal justice”—the crime control (or “safety”) model and the due process (or “fairness”) model. Beginning from the summer of 2020, when “the largest protests in American history responded to police brutality, racialized policing, and incarceration” in the aftermath of the brutal police killing of George Floyd, he asks, “[i]s America now united around a new due process-oriented vision for criminal justice?” Questioning “a two-Americas framing of criminal justice,” he suggests that national “attitudes have long been far more complex, but also more unified, than often supposed.” Most people, Garrett argues, “in fact care about both criminal control and due process. As a result, a range of reform approaches may bridge social, partisan, and identity-based divides to accomplish lasting change.” These include “three of the areas that have attracted some common ground focus in recent years: accuracy and prevention of wrongful convictions; equity and reduction of unfairness and racial disparities; and needs, including behavioral and physical health.”36

Stephen Smith is Professor of the Practice of African and African American Studies at Duke University. Formerly Africa editor of the French daily newspapers Libération and Le Monde, his scholarship focuses on France and Africa, conflict analysis in Africa, and Africa’s youthful population age structure. His latest book, THE SCRAMBLE FOR EUROPE: YOUNG AFRICA ON ITS WAY TO THE OLD CONTINENT, won the Grand Prix of the French Academy in 2018. Géraldine Faes-Smith is a French journalist whose early work was also mostly focused on Africa. She is the author of numerous books including two focused on cultural collisions, the latest called SEEN IN AMERICA, SOON IN FRANCE. They have titled their co-authored essay for this volume Race in the United States: A View from Outer Space. A comparative reflection on the “idea of ‘race’” as it has been constructed and used in Europe, Africa, and America, they remark that “[a]fter many years in the United States, we still fail to see ‘race’ through American eyes.” They explore the ways in which the American version of the idea is constitutive of our national identity and both divisive and productive. Throughout, Smith and Faes-Smith ask whether “the good end that is being sought”—racial equality—“can redeem the bad means employed to attain it”—which, in their view, capitulate to race as defining human groups genetically. Their answer in the end is “no.”37

37. Stephen W. Smith & Géraldine Faes-Smith, Race in the United States: A View from Outer Space,
James E. Coleman, Jr. is the John S. Bradway Professor of the Practice of Law at Duke Law School, where he directs both the Center for Criminal Justice and Professional Responsibility and the Wrongful Convictions Clinic. His essay, *Living in the Shadow of American Racism*, focuses on the relationship among race, education, and individual and community welfare. Beginning from the broadly held American view that “education [is] the key to a better life,” the essay is part personal memoir, part reflection on Justice Clarence Thomas’s affirmative action opinions, and part prescriptive in light of the Court’s upcoming affirmative action cases. He explains that what made his education work for him despite the cleavages that characterized his early years were teachers in both his racially segregated public schools and the elite private educational institutions he attended after high school who “instilled in me the self-confidence necessary to compete against classmates . . . not burdened with the weight of racism”; “never doubt[ing] that I was equal to my classmates” in part because no one “ever suggested I was mismatched”; and “a sense at the schools I attended that affirmative action was good for the country.” Coleman argues that it is wrong to understand ensuring the inclusion of black students in elite institutions—both public and private—as being about diversity for the benefit of the majority. Rather, it is best understood as being for the benefit of the individuals concerned and for the multiracial communities that characterize America. Because of this, he concludes,

[i]t would be a mistake for the Supreme Court to decide that the Constitution bars consideration of race when institutions of higher education are trying to identify talented students of color. The only rationale that would support such a decision is that ultimately it is not important whether people of color are educated when a state establishes a college or university or when a private institution receives public funds. This is wrong for the individual students who would be excluded, it is wrong for their communities, and it is wrong for the country.  

*    *    *

We are all grateful to both the outgoing and incoming student staff of Law & Contemporary Problems for their efforts in co-producing this work. We are particularly indebted to their respective executive boards for their collaboration on this issue, which is always the one in each year’s volume that requires special attention from their members as it arrives at the end of the academic year, just in time for exams, summer jobs, and for third-years also graduation. Your time, effort, and commitment are sincerely appreciated.

---
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